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CRAFTER I

INTRODUCTION
This Thesis is designed to show that the natural tendencies
of the diatonic scale dictate a simple technique of harmony.

The

technique herein presented has as its foundation already accepted
principles and factors .

In spite of the simplicity of this tech-

nique , it will be shown to be more efficient than some techniques of
harmony commonly used .

In this work the concern will be with the music of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries , commonzy- called the "harmonic
period . "1

The materials used are the major and minor scales of tbis

period, and the chords derived there from.
The presentation of the technique will be ; first , by setting
forth a principle from which rules will be extracted; second, by
examples that will show practical application of these rules .

A com-

parison of the technique with that of Walter Piston, will be made to
show the efficiency of this technique in reaching the common objective . 2 Supporting information from other recognized theorists will be

lwa1ter Piston, Harmony, (New York:
1948) , P • 2 .
2

Ibid .

w. w.

Norton and Company,

2

used.

Piston ' s technique is used for canparison, because his text

was used in the hannony classes at Prairie View Agricultural and
echanical College, when I began this paper, and it follows the line
of the most conventional technique .

Finally a comparative study by

analysis will be made of a Bach Chorale, using the methods of analysis
of Donald Tweedy, • alter Piston, and that of the Diatonic Tee hnique.

CHAPI'ER II

FOUNDATION 2!:., THE DIATONIC TECHNIQUE
~!Harmonic Technique!!
A harmonic technique is a technique of combining tones in
a horizontal , and vertical relationship, thereby producing an
acceptable musical sense .
melodic relationship.

The horizontal relationship is called a

The vertical relationship is called harmonic. 1

It is the definition of these terms, that sometimes confuses
the subject of "harmony. "

This melodic relationship in its ideal

forms a melody, while the harmonic relationship forms a chord .

But

in the broader sense the study called "harmony, " cannot be the
isolation of either .

On

this subject , Toch states :

The more we proceed in our investigations on
melody, the more we notice the influence of harmony
on melody. Among the shaping forces in music , harmony
and melody are the most closely related. To the superficial observer it IDB¥ appear as though in the classical
era harmony actually created melody, whereas in "modern"
music melody actually creates harmony. But in reality
this mutual impregnation is at work at all times . It is

Hannony," Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge : Harvard
University Press, 1961) .
111

3

4
this mutual influence which incessantly prcnotes the
evolution of each force, and with it, the broadening of
each concept .l
Theorists agree that the study of harmony is a study of chord
2
progression.
This very progre sion causes tone successions, thereby
forming melcxiies, by the configuration of the parts . J
It is the idea of

harmonizing a melody, 11 that causes such

separate thinking of harmony apart from melody.

Only a very narrow

view o£ homophonic music can convey such thinking . 4
Example:

Felix Mendelssohn, Op . 19, No . 6

1Ernst Toch, ~ Shaping Forces ,!!! usic (New York: Criterian
Music Corp ., 1948) , p. 102 .
2:reon Dallin, Techniques of Twentieth Cent':117 Composition
(Dubuque :
• C. Brown Company, i957}, p . 56.
3Toch,

£F.• £!!•,

P•

64.

aeorge F . cKayt ~ Technigue
Privately Printed, 1944 JI PP • 66 - 7 •

4

~ Modern Harmony

(Seattle:

In the solid chord arrangement of the excerpt illustrated
on page four, each part forms a fair counter-melody to the upper part,
with the exception of the fourth part which is a duplication of
the upper part an octave lower.

This is acceptable in five part writing.

Hru:inonizing a melody then means, ideally, putting melodies
together.

To achieve the best of melodies moving together, and yet

achieve the varied harmonic effects, there must be a controlled relationship between melodic movement and harmonic coincidence, i . e.,
between the melodies, and the chords they form .

The development of this

relationship is Harmonic Technique .
~

~

.Diatonic Technique Is

It has been shown that melody and harmony are inseparable,

but theorists, generally consider the subject of harmony as progression
l
of chords, and cnord construction.
Kitson says, "Just as in counterpoint one learns the use of one sort of movement at a time, so in
harmony one learns the use of one sort of chord at a time . "

2

This

is the practice, but certainly not the principle, because it will
be shown later that the same theorists, in their teaching of harmony

refer to the Polyphonic Period for the justification of good melodic

1

Piston,

21?.• ill• ,

P• 17 •

2c. H. Kitson, The Evolution~ Harmony (London: Oxford University Press, 1953), P•

W.

6
writing, especially if tones are not members of the simplest chord

construction.

Figure titles developed under the names of unessential

tones, non- harmonic tones , etc . , serve as a rationalization .
In the foregoing meaning of "harmonic technique , " there has
been set forth a more functional definition, that of a controlled

relationship, between melodic movement, and harmonic movement .

To this

end a tone must not only fit the immediate chord, but must have a
melodic relationship to every tone in the preceeding and succeeding
chords . 1
If a scale is considered as broken-chord With passing tones,

Elcample:

1&

-eI

•
]

s
3

•
-f

t9
:,-

•

•

a

~

7

s

then, a chord (solid chord) would have its passing chord .

2

Example :

1
1 Paul Hindemith, The Craft g_f Musical C

Music Publishers, Inc . ,

osition (New York:

1945), P• 193.

2rt is to be observed that the passing chord here is the incomplete dominant n int n chord ~ (VII7) .

7
The passing tones have tendencies to move to the chord tones .
Chord tones have tendencies to move t.o other chord tones, or remain
in a repose position.

produces melody.

1

Movement by the tendencies in the single voice

Movement by the tendencies in several voices pro-

duce harmony of the iaelodies .
The diatonic major scale, being used as basic material, gives
the label Diatonic Tendencies .

If the foregoing proposition is true for the C major scale

and

chord, then it is true for every scale and chord.

If the tones of a chord move by the diatonic tendencies to
fonn a succeeding chord (the first chord is made to act as a passing
chord to the succeeding chord), then tb.is progression can be called
a Diatonic Technique of Harmony .

1 Percy Goetschius The Yi.a.terial Used in Musical Composition
(New York: G. Shrimer, 1:ic:;-1941), P• ~ -

CHAPI'ER III

!!!§ DIATONIC T~HNIQUE
Principles£!~ Technique
Chord-tones have a tendency to move in the same direction
from one chord-tone to another, and passing-tones may be connectors.
Elcarnple:

1&~4#951,~ I

t9. , o • •

o--.

I

A melody is composed of skips in different directions as well

as scalewise

ove ent.

hen taken in a tone-to- tone relationship, e.g . ,

the root (lower tone) heard against the upper tone, if the upper tone
is a passing-ton in relation to the root it has tendency to move to
the nearest chord-tone .
Example:

An analysis of the example shows that the 7th tone passes to the 8th

tone, the 4th tone passes to the 3rd tone, the 6th tone passes to the

8

9

5th tone, and the 2nd tone being equal distance from the 1st tone

3rd tone ay

and

pass

to either.

The 6th tone being consonant to

the 8th tone may act as a chord tone and skip to it .

Since the 2nd

tone and 6th t one each have two tendencies it must later be decided
how to make the choices .
The principle given above, might be exemplified by harmonizing
a two- note melody, where the first chord will be considered as a

passing chord in relation to the second.
Example :
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At (a) there is a two- note melody,£ to~•
At (b) thre other voices are added, to make a four-voice
chord to the first tone of the melody.
At (c) observing that the melody of the first chord moves down
one-half step as the tendency from
and~ as 3.

4 to 3, then~ is designated as 4

If~ is 3 in the second chord , then the root (1) of the

chord 1 S•
At (d) ! in the alto of the first chord is 6 (figured fran the
root of t e second chord) , so it moves by its tendency to 5 in the
next chord which is

2-•

10

At (e) the Sin the tenor of the first chord is 1 in the
second chord, and is held or repeated .
At (f) £ is

4,

in the first chord, but being doubled has already

moved to 3 in the soprano, therefore it moves in the opposite direction
to

5, a chord tone .
Some observations on the above exemplified principle can give

rules of conduct .

The i in the first chord is 1 in the second chord,

therefore it is repeated in the second chord.
Rule 1 :

A chord tone can be held or repeated, to become a part of the

next chord.
C in the first chord is doubled, therefore each£. moves by a

different tendency into tones of the second chord .
Rule 2 :
move

When any tone is doubled ( unison or octave), each of the tones

by a different tendency; because when a function is performed, there

is no longer a tendency to repeat that function .

4 and
pass to 3 and
Rule 3 :

6 are passing tones in relation to the second chord, and

5,

the nearest chord tones in the second chord.

Passing tones of the .first chord may pass to the nearest chord

tones of the second.
As a final observation, the doubled root of' the 1st chord which
is 4 in relation to the 2nd chord passes to 5 in the 2nd chord doubling
the 5th th.er·e in that second inversion which is the accepted doubling
in that fom of the chord .

11

other exemplifications of the principle are as follows:
Example:
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Analysis:
At (a) 1 passes to 3 in the soprano

3 passes to 5

in the alto

S passes to 1

in the tenor

1 is repeated in the bass
Rule

4:

Chord-tones may move to the position of the other chord-

tones .
At (b)

4 passes

to

5 in the soprano.

6 passes to 8 in the alto; notice that 6 being a
consonance, moves as a chord-tone.
1 is repeated in the tenor.

4 passes to 3

in the bass .

At (c) 7 is held in the soprano .
2 passes to 3 in the alto .

Rule

5:

5 is repeated

in the tenor.

5 passes to 1

in the bass.

A passing tone in relation to the second chord, fonns a

dissonance in that chord.

12

Rule 6:

When the melody contains no altered tone, the chord may be

altered by changing the function of the

elody tones, and adju ting

the other tones of the chord to conform to their regular function.

Example:

At "a" (1) C to Din the soprano is given the function 7 to 8,
which is normal.ly one-half step .
progression of a

4 moves
(4)

5.

to

(2) F is raised to conform with the

hole step from 2 to 3 in the alto .

(3) In the tenor

because the normal function of 3 is already in the chord .

In the bass C is held as the seventh in the chord .
At "b" (1) C is held in the soprano as a seventh for the chord

by decision.

(2) As it is always better to consider the outer voices

first, we go to the bass where 7 (c) moves to 8 by a whole step
making our note~ natural, thus forming a minor 7th between the bass
and soprano .

(3) The tenor moves properly from

chord note! sharp.

(4)

The alto moves fro

4 to 3,

making the

2 to l (note the omission

of the 5th) .
At

11

c 11 (1) E to F in the soprano is given the function o.f 2 to

3, by a half step rather than a normal whole step.

(2) In the bass

7 moves from C to a flattened D to conform to its progression a halfstep to 8.

(3) The tenor which is the octave of 7,

oves a major

13
3rd to

-flat giving us different tendencies for double tones, and

showing the Neapolitan sixth chord in root position.
which is

4,

(4) The alto

moves properly to J doubling the Jrd of the Neapolitan

sixth chord .
At 11 d", the upper three voices interchange positions, while
the doubled root moves down a whole step to form a 7th.
At "e", in the soprano C is 3, and held as a common tone.
the bass 3 passes to 1, which is

c,

to Ab, a major 3rd.

In

In the tenor

7 passes to 8, which is G, to Ab, a normal move of one-half step .
the alto 5 is

Ff,

and held as a c

In

on tone .

At "f" , 6 is lowered, which does not change its tendency to
Looking back to!, the altered tone of the 1st chord which is

5,

5.

is

held in the 2nd chord .
Further observations:

(1) At ,!, the chord moves to the dominant

(2) At~, the chord moves to v of G.

7th of G.

7

moves to the Neapolitan sixth in root position.

(3) At 5?.,, the chord

(4) At ~ a C-chord

becomes v of F, by the move of the doubled root down a whole step to
7

Bb.

(5) At!_, the c-minor chord progresses to the Ab major chord.

By this method many possibilities of alterations can be effected.

From the foregoing it is obvious that the diatonic tendencies
have within themselves, the germ of modulation as well as progressions,
and it goes without sczying that where the melody contains an altered
tone, a modulation can be effected.
is needed for

odulation.

It can be said that no special rule

When any chord contains the tri-tone

14
(augmented 4th, or diminished 5th) the proper passing

or

the tone can

effect a modulation to the minor of the present key, or to some other
major or minor key.

At (a), C is 6, and passes to 5 in the soprano.

Fis 2, and

passes to 1 in the alto, forming parallel perfect 5ths between these

two parts .

A is

4, and passes to

3 in the tenor .

F is 2, and passes

to 1 in the bass, forming a parallel octave with the alto part.
each period there are certain characteristic harmonies .

In

In the harmonies

of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the quality produced by
parallel perfect 5ths, and parallel oct ves are unacceptable .
Rule 7:

The passing tones 2 and 6, are a perfect 5th apart, but since

each has two tendencies, and ability to remain stationary, they should
never pass in the same direction.
Observe correct progressions at band£•
At (d) ,

4 is

a passing tone, and pa ees to 2, also a passing

tone befor passing to
Rule 8:

J.

Pas ing tones mey- pass to other passing tones, with the final

passing tone

oving by the proper tendency.

15
Rule 9:

One or more melodies may move independently of combinations,

that can be conside
example) .

chords, (observe~ and! in the above

CHAPI'ER IV

COMPARATIVE STUDY
A

Cora.parison of the Principles of the Diatonic Technique
With Those of Walter Piston and other Theorists
The principle of the inter-relationship of melody and hannony

while admitted to some extend by Walter Piston, and other leading
theorists to be the ideal is very dubious in their practice.
In the chapter on Harmonic Progression, Piston says:
When chords are to be heard in succession there
are two main questions to be considered. The first is
the choice of the chord to follow a given harmony, and
the second is the procedure in the connecting of the
two chords. These are two aspects of what is lmown as
hannonic progression .
Although the two questions are in a sense insep •
arable, •••• The variety of chords built upon these
roots is of secondary importance, and .10 change in
the make-up of the chords can remedy an inappropriate root progression •••• The dominant-to-tonic
progression is generally considered the most satisfactory .1
Piston further states:
One does not expect fine four- part contrapuntal writing in the first studies of root position
triads. Moreover, the emphasis in hannonic study will,
of necessity, be directed to the chord. But the
cultivation and exercise of musical taste and judgment are implicit in the effect to emulate the practice of composers . 2

1

Piston,

2~

2£• £!.i•,

P• 17 •

., P • 21 .

16

17
Piston gives the idea that the contrapuntal movements of voices
is the ideal but his method of progression emphasizes chords and includes no method of reaching this melodic ideal .
Kitson ' s expression that follows is applicable:
If it be held that the harmony textbook does not
pretend to do more than show the use of chords in an
abstract fashion there is nothing more to be said beyond the fact that such a limited study is o.f little
musical and educational value .l

If contrapuntal writing be the ideal, then Hans Theodore David
said of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries counterpoint, that the
hannonic art of this period was based much more on this relation of
successive chords to each other than that of all chords to a tonic.
The relation of triads whose roots are a fifth apart, e.g., tonic
and dominant, or tonic and sub-dominant progressions had not yet
won the predominating importance that it was later to have .

2

The idea, that harmony, though conceived primarily as a
system of vertical associations, yet finds much of its logic in the
precedent or subsequent behaviour o.f individual parts, seems very
pertinent . 3
According to Tweedy, Bach, during the course of a phrase,
never hesitates to sacrifice the acoustical effect of a chord as a
combination of tones for the sake of an interesting melodic line. 4
1 Kitson,

2£• gg_., P• 2.

2Hans Theodore David, The ~ of Polyphonic Songs, Composition
of the 16th and 17th centuriesl"New York: G. Shrimer, Inc . , 1940), P• 13 .

311 Harmoey," Grove 's Dictionary of Music and Musicians (New York:
The MacMillan Ca.-npany, 1958) •

-

-

4nonald Tweedy, Manual of Harmonic Technique (Philadelphia:
Oliver Ditson Company, 1926), i):- 73.

18
Basically, harmony is thought of as the material of homophonic composition, e.g . , composition with one part containing melodic
interest, and the parts providing a background of color and rhythm.
The extreme of this amounts to a succession of chords that become vague
in their relations .

For this reason the monotony of the dominant to

tonic with intennittent sub
the most simple composition.

ominant relationship is the material of
Piston, along with many other authors o£

hamony textbooks, gives this order as the best progressions, but admits that variety and good voice leading are important considerations .
Further in the chapter on Harmonic Progression, the material
that follows in each instance tends

o lead to a

ore contrapuntal

technique than could be obtained from the former premise .

After the

introduction of the most simple chord relationship there is an introduction of chords with sevenths, ninths, elevenths, thirteenths ,
sequences, non-harmonic tones, and etc ., that can be only interpreted
in a contrapuntal sense .

Piston, agrees as a matter of fact . 1 Then

he continues his discourse, leaving the accomplishment of this
necessity to the studies of counterpoint, and harmony separately.
McKay gives a practical statement upon the problem &
When all is said and done, it is this polyphonic methcxi
which is the greatest of all coordinating possibilities
available in composition and the one moat used by all COlllposers of first rank. This is proof that t be ultimate goal
for harmonic use is a canposition process in which the design,
the idea, the emotion and rhythm will alw,qs precede the harmony

19
and summon it forth as supplementary color material. In the
face of this natural fact, it would seem that the study of
counterpoint is a matter of great importance and that a
general skill -in melodic and texture invention should precede any harmonic study other than the study o.f very elementary materials and key structures . 1
A

statement nearer to the problem is as follows:

Indeed, it would hardly be too much to say that there is
no traditional combination of notes in existence which,
analyzed. into its simplest tenns and traced through its historical evolution, cannot be derived in the last resort from
the incidental encounters of essentially melodic ideas . Even
the interval of the octave is no exception to this rule .2
From the foregoing it can be said that the study of harmony i s ·
a study of the incidence produced from the combining of melodies.

With

emphasis upon this harmonic incidence in its extreme form produc~n
monotony which borders upon vulgarity.
Swindell says, that the step from sixteenth century counterpoint
to the harmonic counterpoint of Bach and Handel is a natural and
reasonable one .

Nothing need be unlearned and the flexible extended

melodic line, that is the prime basis of movement in the Baroque period,
has already been studied . 3
According to Rimsky-Korsakov, two triads belonging to two
different degrees of the scale may be connected:

lH .
2

a.

harmonically, when the conunon tone remains in the
same place, and in the same voice;

b.

melodically, when all the tones change their position.

c. Coles, Grove ' s Dictionary of

4

~ and Musicians, QE.. Cit .

Ibid .

30wen Swindell, Polyphonic Composition (London: Oxford University
Press, 1952), p . n .

~ . ftimsky-Korsakov, Practical Manual~ Harmonz (New York:
Carl Fisher, 1930), p. ll .

20

It is at once observed that the harmonic relationship is
characterized by the greater nwnber of ccmunon tone relationship .

Then

in order to make a composition conform to homophonic principles it is
only necessary to restrict the desired voices by a greater use of
connnon tones .
Piston, continually emphasizes the contrapuntal movement of
voices as the ideal .

This can be accomplished through he natural

tendencies of the tones rather than a special technique .
because the scales contain the tones of the chords.

This is true

The theorist gives

a set of rules for hannonic progression then states, that the set of
rules is broken whenever musical interest can be achieved by breaking
them, and this will be noticeable first of all in the soprano line . 1
It is evident that the theorist is speaking of homophonic composition,
while it is agreed that for this style of composition this statement
might have some weight, but it does not render that the other voices
should be governed by a strict chordal thinking .
Kitson, offers as a solution to the problem, the study of what
he calls "contrapuntal harmony'' simultaneously with the study of
elementary harmony .

He says:

I have therefore thought that it would be useful to
compile a set of studies in contrapuntal style to be used
in conjunction with my Elementary Harmony. It is true that
one annot start with a study of contrapuntal texture, but
it is also true that it may be deferred 'b:> long . I hope
therefore that this bo~k will prove a useful companion to
my Elementary Harmony "

1P1ston, 2£• £!:!:_. , p. 22 .
2c. H. Kitson, Contrapuntal Hannon,y
Oxford University Press, 1931), p . viii .

!:£!:

ginners (London :

21
In the final analysis, Kitson combines the study of elementary
counterpoint with the study of elementary harmony.

While McHose1

senses the same problem, he attempts to solve it by letting the study
of counterpoint follow the study of harmony.
In the diatonic technique no such "separate" thinking is necessary.

Good part writing is simultaneous with good chord prog:r:· ssion.

It seems

difficult for theorists to recognize that the hannonic idea is an extension of the foundation of the contrapuntal period rather than a canpletely new technique .
A Comparative Study of Methods of Analysis

Applied to a Bach Chorale
Purpose £!:_

~

comparative analysis

The purpose of the comparative study of methods of analysis are
threefold .

They are - 1.

TO show that the two methods of analysis in
common use are restricted to describing
chord relations just as the vertical techniques of harmony with which they are used.

2 • TO show that the technique herein presented
not only shows chord relations but also
shows the melodic relations of the tones
forming the chords .

lmen Irvine McHose, The Contrapuntal Harmonic Technique
(New York: Appleton-Century rofts, Inc . , 1947), P• 22 .

22

J . TO show the effeciency of using the diatonic
tendencies as a hannonic technique.
Tweed~ •s method of hannonic analysis
In his book, A 1anual of Hamonic Technique, Tweedy describes

a method as follows:
Triads "in fundamental position," root in bass,
always reducible in any key to the series built on the
scale-notes with third and fifth added .

Symbols, I ,

II, III, etc .
First Inversion of Triads, when the third of the chord
is in the bass, the symbols being I

II III, etc . ,

pronounced "one-one," "two-one. 11
Second Inversion of Chords, ~ ~ f i f t h ~ ~ chord
is in the bass .

Symbols, I2 - - I¼ - - etc . , pronounced

"the One- two," "the Two-two," etc.
Seventh-chords ' in fundamental position, • root in bass,
reducible in any key to the series built on the scale-~otes with third,
fifth and seventh added, the symbols being v7 --

rr 7

-- rv1, etc . ,

pronounced 'Five-seven, ' •Two-seven, ' etc .
First Inversions of Seventh hords, ~ ~ t h i r d of the
chord is in the bass.

Symbol, like

vi

( 'Five- seven-one•) .

Second Inversions of ueventh-Chords,
the bottom .

~

the chord fifth is at

Symbol, like V~ ( ' Five-seven-two •) .
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Third Inversions of Seventh- Chords, ~ ~ c h o r dseventh is at ~ bottan.

Symbol, like

vj ( •Five- seven-

three 1).
Ninth-Chords , most commonly met with as added ninth to v7 in
both modes, occasionally to u7 in major and to rv7 in minor .
like v9 ( 1Five- nine 1 )

Symbol,

Rarely inverted .

•

Chords of the Eleventh and Thirteenth, when they can be said
to occur, may be symbolized in like manner.
Occasionally we meet passages in music which defy analysis
for tonality or key .

'fhe chords involved have no discernible function

in relation to a key-center.

Their shape and sound may, however, be

described in short.hand by a simple methcxi.

A table of the possible

triad and seventh and ninth-chord sounds with a classification by
species follows:
Tweedy ' s analysis
Tweedy analyzes Bach ' s setting of the chorale Ach Gott und

HeZT (279) as follows:

l!F : IV I
V-

vii7

I

v- 7

I Bb : I l

I

r: vI

I

vil1

I

~ g : vii~

1½

I VV

eb .• v71
Bb

71 Ab

: v7

.....,.

. IV'-----

I

Vi

I

I

I F:

I

lll

VI

~

V

I

I

71 71 .3l __g: (VI7)

-y '"'T
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In the analysis given on the preceeding page, Tweedy

v· 7;

otherwise , he shows

no symbol for inharmonic or unessential tones .

As to this subject

shows the passing seventh by this symbol,

he states:
Inharmonic tones are customarily cancelled in
analysis • • • • Rather than clutter up harmonic symbols
with additional figures representing the inharmonic
tones , we advise jotting these down in their proper
voice- part except when the inharrnonic tone forms a
casual chord-form which may be more easily represented
by a customary modification of the hannonic symbol .
From the view point of this paper, the ab~ve analysis can
1-iardq be called complete .

The author further states

11

•••

in th

special type of music which is the subject of study in this manual,
-- harmony for four voices, -- ornament should be applied sparingly. 112
He leaves the idea that these are incidental "hangovers" from
counterpoint .
Species:

1st

2nd

TRIADS:

½weedy,
2
~

p.

- , p.

215 •
154.

Jrd

4th

SEVENTH-CHORDS or sounds like these:
·nor mooe only:

Both modes:

71

72

73

15

74

76

Chromatic only:

78

77

79

NINTH- CHORDS:

1&1

~ ~ I ti ,i JI
~

92

91

93

-I>-

4-

~

94

95

96

To indicate inversion, it would

♦

97

4~

II

+

98

99

erely be necessary to use the

usual inversion- figure as denominator under the species-symbol as
nwnerator.

r,

A major first inv r ion would be represented by 3

The most canmon chr

atic change

etc.

in a chord will be

boliz~ by the simple acute~ grave accent, placed beneath~
~

numeral .

Thus

hen only the 2nd scale-step is lowered in the

V7, the symbol will be V~ .

And when both 2 and

4 are lower , the

symbol will be V7 ( •Five- seven- acute with two flats, minor mode only 1 )
But if

4 be lowered without ~ o lo ering 2, the symbol is V7 · th

4 written underneath (.•Five-seven-acute with four-flat •).

•
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Piston ' s method of harmonic analysis
Piston gives the following symbols as chord designations:
Triads with root in the bass, I , II, III, etc .
Triads with third in the bass, 16, rr 6, III6, etc .
Triads with fifth in the bass,

rt, !It, IIIt,

e-tc .

Dominant seventh chord with root in bass, v7
6

Dominant seventh chord with third in the bass, V5
Dominant seventh chord with fifth in the bass,

v;

Dominant seventh chord with seventh in the bass, v
2
Secondary dominant (dominants of keys other than the prevailing) V of

v, v7 of v, v7 of

II , etc .

The inver sions are

indicated as other triads and the dominant seventh chord.
Diminished (incomplete dominant ninth) seventh chord,
V with inversions as V ,

V

V
6
6b
Neapolitan sixth chord, N or II6#

Augmented sixth chords, IV

6#

,

1 1

, IV) , II3, II3

other chromatic chords are indicated by the Ra an
numeral with arabic numerals with a sharp or flat to show the
intervals effected .
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Piston ' s method~ Analysis Applied t o ! ~ Chorale
Piston ' s method of analysis is shown by the analysis of Bach's
setting of the chorale Ach Gott und Herr (279) as follows:

4F:IV
4
II VI

I

IR

IVIV4 o~IV
2

v; I
I

V -

R

6

, V3 of V V of II II V of II

3

I Bb

rv7
: v7

~ of III D: V~ n 6 I
I

IV--

\r

II

7

rV7

of IV

IV

ti

6

V5

of I~

III

B :V

In addition to the chord symbols Piston, as does Tweedy,
recommends that the unessential tones should be noted in the parts
as passing tones, auxillary tones, approggiatura, suspension Echappee,
cambiata, etc .

He says, "It is reconnnended that the constructive

process be based on the hypothesis of the harmonic background as the
orgin of melodic parts . "

But he earlier stated:

One rarely hears music that is purely hamonic, 1n
which the vertical effect is free from modifications due
to horizontal, or melodic influences. These considerations,
the principles of voice leading, always takes precedence
over considerations of the chord as such, since chords
themselves have t~eir origin in the coincidence of
melodic ovement .
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This importance of melodic consideration is the very thing
that the author seems to ignore in his harmonic technique and
analysis .
Analytical Method Us~ Diatonic Tendencies

1.

An arabic numeral on the left of a note indicates

the position

of that note as a tone in the chord, e . g.,
/

ll

= root

,

/

I3

• 3rd,

/

15

• 5th, and

/

Ii

• root

by-

an upward movement.
2.

An a.rabic numeral on the right of a note indicates the position

of that note as passing-tone or chord-tone in relations to the

l 4

succeeding chord, e . g. , /

• a fourth from the root of the

succeeding chord, therefore it is a passing tone.)

3

• a third

from the root of the succeeding chord, therefore it is a
chord tone.

3.

Notes representing tones not sounded simultaneously with the
other tones of the chord (called unessential tones,
inhamonic tones, ornaments, etc . ) are indicated in the same
manner as given inland 2, thereby, showing their relationship
to a chord and the succeeding chord.

4.

Chords are indicated by Roman numerals beneath the chord to
show their position in the prevailing key, regardless to the
fom of the chord.
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5.

Modulation is indicated beneath the first chord that shows
modulation if the new key ends the phrase; otherwise, transitory chords are indicated in the prevailing key, or the nearest
related key for which it serves as an intermediary in
modulation.
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From the foregoing analysis there are several observations .

They are :
1.

The melodic relationship of every tone n each part
is indicated.

2.

The chord membership of each tone is indicated.

J.

The melodic relationship of each tone of each chord
to the succeeding chord is indicated .

4. The inversion

and position of each chord is indi-

cated.

5. The tonality relationship of each chord is indicated .

6.

Modulations are indicated .

7.

The relationship to preceeding as well as the
succeeding chord is shown for each non-chord
tone {tones not sounded simultaneously with enough
tones to determine a chord) .

8.

It is shown that every melodic and harmonic relationship used by Bach is in accord with the principles
of the Diatonic Tendency Technique .

There are no

exceptions reserved for "experts only . "
The method may be adopted of using the metric plan of the
chorale as a diagram, writing the symbols between measure-bars in
this manner:

( see next page)
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14
51

36
14

52
37

11

1 7

55

54
etc.

36
14

58
14

85
15

I

V

7

4

3 3
11
I

3 2
7 6
G:

IV

r,

7 )

C

-II

ill

YI

CHAPI'ffl V
CONCLUSION
This thesis has dealt with the presentation of a fundamental
technique, therefore it has not included many textbook factors, for
example; types of cadences, figuration more effective in various
mediums, etc .
1.

The following items are presented as a summary:

This thesis has already shown that the natural tendencies
of the diatonic scale dictate a technique of harmony-.

2.

The technique presented was built upon the accepted
principles of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
composition .

3.

No new materials were necessary to effect this teclmique .

4.

The rules of this technique have been extracted from the
single principle of the diatonic tendencies of the major
scale, which has served as a constant reference.

5.

Examples have been used to exemplify the rules.

6.

The comparative studies have shown . that; although the
diatonic technique is a simple one it is efficient in
fulfilling the common objectives of a harmonic technique .

7.

By analyzing a Bach chorale, it has been shown that an
efficient analJ'"sis can be made showing both hamonic and
melodic relationship of all tones.
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8.

Finally, the comparative analysis has shown that the part

writing of Bach parallels the principle of the technique,

thereby attesting to its effeciency.
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